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ABSTRACT
Indices and manifestations of quality in
undergraduate education are considered and a four-part framework is
developed. Context indices represent institutional characteristics
that re'ain relatively stable over time (e.g., expenditures per
stude.
awl size of student body), while input indices reflect
characteristics of entering students (e.g., ability and aspirations).
Manifestations of quality are evidenced by involvement and outcome
indices; the former characterize interactions between and among
students and faculty, such as satisfaction and frequency of contact,
and the latter reflect intended products or unintended effects
associated with college attendance, such as persistence, academic
achievement, and alumni attainments. Commonly used context indicators
of quality include size (number of undergraduate students), clarity
and consistency of institutional purpose, student living
environments, salaries, and decision-making strategies. The following
input indices have been used to indicate quality: student ability,
biographical characteristics of students, and nonintellective
characteristics. Commonly used involvement indices have been
instructional activities and informal student teacher interaction.
The most often used outcome indices as manifestations of quality have
included persistence, student achievement, intellectual and
social /emotional development of students, and alumni achievements.
Both quantitative and qualitative methodological approaches to
quality assessment and societal trends influencing the need for
quality indicators are briefly reviewed. These trends include
declining enrollments and financial constraints. A bibliography is
appended. (SW)
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Foreword
Defining and measuring quaht. in general and the (main of student experience in particular has been dusts e This is true in part because quality is a
meets certain
relato, e teem Something is per Len ed to be of high quaht

idealistic standards, or if it fulfills better that something else cer tam spec It red needs Ilex er on,. had the same perceptions, defining (*lain% would he
and the
easy But since standards and needs ar according to the incM ideal
arses
situation, the definition of qualit necessank
Because the concept of quoin), rs relam e, there is also a problem in
quanta.% mg the concept Not °nix is the process of precisek measuring
(wain% hindered h a lack of a universalk accepted definition, it is also
hindered because the whole is usuallx different from the sum of the indis id

ual parts That is, an institution max appear to have ones as en age parts
(facultx, students, academic ens ironment, etc ) but the end product (research, academic and career acfne ements) mis be considered of high

/lains

or conversely
In this monograph, George D Koh. associate professor , Sc hool of Education, Indiana I_' nix ersn, has helped to dexelop gi eater claret. in defining
1-Having and rex mess mg spec itic indic is
(plain% of student experience hi
of qualm, In doing this, he has anak red the literature that addresses three

important areas ( 1 ) the mu In* properties of du -dux, (2) the unlit% of
different methodological approaches to quaht assessment, and (3) the
opinion and empirical research about quaht in the under gi actuate experience Thr ()ugh this anal. sis he has des eloped a four-par t

greatlx aid institutions in their
exerienc

amew( a Ix that

is aluatn)t, of the undo gr acloatc

Jonathan a Fife
Director
ERIC Clear inghoui.e on Higher t d uc at ion

the George Washington t

,

Overview
At various times during the past 20 years, different themes have influenced
policies and pi actices in institutions of higher education. Excellence in the
early 1960s, access in the late 1960s, and egalitarianism in the 1970s were

issues that challerged administrators and faculty alike One of the salient
themes of the 1980s promises to be quality
Instead of steady and, at times, seemingly exponential expansion, colleges and universities have been preparing for fewer students with more
diverse learning abilities and ecucational goals. Concurrently, federal and
state agencies have reduced financial support as a result of the sluggish
economy, and state boards of higher education have become more involved
in matters of curriculum. In response, institutions of higher education have
begun to develop self-regulatory procedures to monitor the "quality" of the
educational experience, particularly at the undergraduate level Theretore,
the identification of appropriate indices of quality is of current interest to
many

Indicators sucli as institutional resources or student ability have been
used most often to estimate quality. To be valid, indicators should predict
manifestations or after-the-fact attributes of quality such as achievements
resulting from a college education or the degree and kind of effort students
invest in the learning process Although quality is often addressed in the
literature, few detailed discussions of what connotes quality in the undergraduate experience have appeared Most observers have agreed that qaalits is a multidimensional concept that eludes a succinct, operational definition But to assess quality, the properties of the concept require some level of
description
Most approaches to assessing quality in the undergraduate expenence
hay e been quantitative in nature, using scores on entrance examinations
(student ability ), faculty salaries, library holdings, and cc, on. Qualitative
approaches represent an equally valid paradigm for assessing quality and
extensively use inquiry methods common to case studies, such as inters iews
and obsenations Because quality is a multidimensional property, an cc leetic or holistic perspective on estimating quality that encompasses elements
of both quantitative and qualitative approaches was considered valuable in
analyzing vanous indices of quality previously reported in the literature
To of ganize the discussv'n quality indicators and manifestations, a
tour -part framework was developed. Context indices represen t institutional
haractenstics that remain relativ ely stable ov er tune, such as expendit ui es
per student and size of student bccly Mputindices reflect characteristics of
entering students, such as ability and aspirations Manifestations of quality
are evidenced by involvementand outcorneindices, the former characterize
interactions between and among students and faculty, sus h as satisfaction
and ft equency of contact, and the latter reflect intended products or unintended effects associated with college attendance, such as persistence, academic achievement, and alumni attainments
Commonly used context indicators of quality include size (number of
undergraduate students), chino/ and consistency of institutional purpose,
organizational processes such as decision-making strategies and grading

practices as well as informal systemic properties such as faculty norms and
morale, financial resources such a.; salaries and library , ollections; and
student living environments. Four context indices seem particularly useful
in estimating quality: size, purpose, student living environments, and informal organizational properties.
The following input indices hat e been used to indicate quality student
ability, biographical characteristics of students, arid nonirttellective characteristics, such as aspin...dons and interests In general, input indices have not
been particularly useful in predicting vality.
As manifestations of quality. commonly used involvement indices have
been instructional activities provided by faculty, informal interaction
between students and faculty, and the degree and kind of effort both
students and faculty invest in their respective roles. Involvement indices
make up one of the most important and perhaps accurate ways of assessing
quality and deserve further attention by assessors of quality.
The most often used outcome indices as ma6festations of quality hay,
included persistence, student achievement (usually measured by Graduate
Record Examination scores), intellectual and social/emotioial development of students, and alumni achievements, such as income and commun,ty service. For the most part, outcome indices have nc.t reflected valueadded increments in terms of student achievement. Alumni manifestations
have been underemphasized but represent perhaps the most powerful yidence of quality in the undergraduate expenence
Based on a synthesis of the findings from this framework, the following
conclusions seem warranted
I
Certain conditions contribute to a higher qualm undergraduate expe-

rience Far example, quality appears to be mediated by the size of the
institution or the living-learning unit and by the involvement on the part of
students and faculty. aother mediating variable is continuity, the degree to
which dramatis personae remain relatively constant over a relatively long
period of time. Continuity contibutes to generat: my, the capacil \ of those
frequenting the environment to be supportive, c anng, and shanng of their
experiences with one another. Quality is also enhanced by the degree ant
kind of energy students invest in their learning and social activities. Faculty
also influence quality through the selection of instructional approaches
Most important, quality is a function of a clear, coherent institutional purpose that !ends direction to student and faculty efforts toward acquiring an
integrated system of knowledge, values, and behaviors
2. When one or more of these conditions is absent, quality is less likely to
he evident,

3 Quality is probably beyond the direct influence of only a few institutional agents such as the president or key faculty,. for instituti,:mal quality to

he evident, the commitment and active involvement of administrators,
faculty, students, and others are required
4 Both q uahtative and quantitative as se,ssment methods must he used :n
concert to accurately estimate quaNY

2 a Indicies of Qualm
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The Meaning and Measurement of Quality
Although qualit in American higher education has been an endunng concern for over 200 years (Stauffer 1981), the correct level of interest in the
quality of practices and procedures in institutions of higher education may
be greater than ever before In 1980, for example the two largest higher
education associations used "quality" as the theme of their respective conventions (Benezet 1981), and noted spokespersons such as Ernest Boyer
(Bonham 1978), Harold Hodgkinson (1981), and Shirley Hufstedler (Connell
1980) have identified quality as an important matter for institutions of
higher education in the decade ahead.
Quality is irrevocably related to higher edut anon enterprise

Quality is inextricably tied to such issues as equality of access and choice,
postbaccalaureate employment and the value of a college degree, curricu-

lum structure, and student developmen' and outcomes Only by uncle? standing how quality has been assessed can we know how and in what
contexts it should be measured and which interventions should weld
improvement (Lawrence and Green 1980, p 3)
Various indices can be used to estimate the quality of the undergraduate
expenence in American higher education This report focuses on the ways in
which the concepts undergirdmg quality ratings are defined and assessed,
particularly emphasizing quality as experienced by undergraduate students
The Case !and Need) for Quality

Concern for qualit is not unusual in times of diminishing financial re-

sources, After decades of expansion, the Aniencan system of higher educa-

tion will likely have to endure a penod of maintenance level economic

support As pressures to economize mount during this period, institutional
decisions are likely to he influenced by the politics of survival Therefor e,
quality assessment!: maN be used to help deter mine 'vhich institutional
programs and services are to be t etained and which curtailed or terminated
(Kuh 1979; Straumanis 1981).
At least four societal trends and their interactions have underscored the
importance of quality. (1) declining enrollments, (2) changing student cheer
acteristics, (3) changing societal expectations for higher education, and (4)
national and local economies
Declining enrollments. The system of Amer lean higher ethic anon is about to
experience the leading edge of the "baby bust" (Weather st-n. 1979),1 c , less el
college students of the traditional age Prognosticators disagree, howe\er, ,
Fr oomkin and
as to he impact of fewer I8 - ear-old freshmen For example,
DreA h (1974)predicted a 25 percent decline in enrollments from 1975 levels
by 1985 Late;, Crossland (1980) forecast a 15 percent decrease between
1982 and 1995 A more optimistic prediction is an inc I ease in post secondat
enrollment to unpt ecedent,:d ley cls b% 1990, ahqut 3 5 percent higher than

in 1980 (Frances 1980)
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The prediction of declining enrollments coupled with other factors such
as faltering local economies (those linked with the automobile industry, for

example) have forced legislators to reduce funding for state supported
services, Including colleges and universities In response, higher education

lobbyists have argued that institutions can increase the quality of delivered
sery ices by maintaining or slightly increasing support during a period w hen
fewer students must be accommodated (Weathersbv 1979) Smaller classes
and freer access to libraries and other materials and activities could stimulate both students and faculty to higher levels of achievement
As enrollments dechni , the competition for new students will increasingly force institutions to make difficult but 'mportant decisions For example, some institutions may lower entrance standards to admit the number of
students necessary to remain open, with educational quality suffenng as the
result. Institutions that can successfully identify, doc ument, and articulate
what makes their respec we college or university a "better" educational
environment may have an advantage in attracting students and in increasing et- maintaining "quality
Changing student characteristics. Increasing proportions of undergraduate
students are pursuing major fields with applied or y °cantonal emphases
such as business and computer science (Astir', King, and Richardson 1979)
Increasing numbers of older students with different learning styles and
expectations for college are populating campuses (Chickenng nd Havigburst 1981; Cross 1976) At the same time, prospective students cat traditional
college age appear less academically able as evidenced by declining scores
on entrance examinations and inadequate reading and study skills Some
obser.'eis have suggested that he influx of "new" students with nontraditional characteristics, a product _I the egalitarian movement, has threatened the ley el of quality in American higher education (Cross 1972; Mayhew
19T'; Meyerson 1975) At the least, traditional evaluative criteria for quality
general education curricula will be less useful and perhaps less accur ate
when applied to students with nontraditional characteristics (see Gaff 1980)

Changing societal expectations. Expectations that educational institutions
can alleviate society's problems such as racism, unemployment, and inflation have remained perhaps unrealistically high, and policy ma.,,ers may
have finally recognized that schools cannot solve society's ills. Employers
may no longer be satisfied with a credential such as a diploma but rather w:11
expect other evidence of accountability or quality control (Drucker 1981)
For example, the increased demand for better pupil performance in elementary and secondary school systems may force some postsecondary insti utions to describe their f.urposes more specifically and to develop devices to
assess how well they have achieved their objectives (see, for example, Wise
1979).

In institutions of higher education, accreditation reviews are thought to
adequately monitor quality (Harcleroad and Rickey 1975; Thrash 1979,
Young 1976). The influence of accreditation on institutional functioning has
4
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been questioned however ( Acne/et 1981), oarticularlY concerning the
degree to which students are recta% ing adequate and accurate information
(Lex ine 1980)

National ano local economies. Declining enrollments, students' changing
characteristics, and society's changing expectations are all influenced to
arving degreesand not necessarily in the same direct'on bv the state of
national and loca± economies. On tie one hand, if the gross national product
increased substantially, less attention would perhaps be given to ascs-taining whether college graduate, can indeed perform as promised because the
tolerance for error is ;:reatr in an expanding market On the other hand,
economic downturns traditionally have been linked with increasing enrollment Recent evidence suggests that enrollments may indeed he increasing
at present, postponing the predicted decline in numbers of students (Magarell 1981) and therefore the Increased nterest in quality resulting horn
fewer students
The Meaning of Quality
Quality is Judged every day in the comparison of institutions (Actin 1980a,
Jenny 1979; Young 1976). With few erc-eptions however, (Heath 1968, for
example), the quality of the student experience a, such is not treated in any

depth or with any detail in the literatui e At least two reason fur this
omiss,on are possible
I Few categories of events common to institutions of higher education

are evaluated by and reported in the literature from the undergraduate
student's perspective The evaluation of instruction is an obvious exception
although faculty question the accuracy and validity of this per,pectlYe
(Blackburn et al 1980, Reed 1981).
2 Estimates of the quality of the undergraduate student experience har
generally relied on surrogate or proxy indicators thought to predict roamlegations of quality That is certain valued variables or char acteristics
(indicators) have been identified, and the degree to which the charar tenstic
is exhibited by students or institutions has served as an approximation of the

quality of the educational experience Manifestations or after-the-fact

attributes of quality, such as a high degi ee of interaction between students
and faculty outside class, have received less attention in the literature To he
valid and useful, indicators must he empirically related to manif estanons of
quality (Straumanis 1981)
For the most part, the information considered in the following pages is
based on applicable surrogate indicators of msntuttonalqualny rather than
students' manifestations of quality Where appropriate, inferences about
the quality of the student experience are made horn the surrogate indices
The terms "index" and "indices" are used in a generic sense and embrace
both indicators and manifestations of quality

Guiding assumptions. Two a peon assumptions concerning quality guide
the sear ch for the meaning of quality in the undergraduate experience
Indicies of Quality
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1 The qualtt+ of students' expet mice is related to a varict+ of facto: s and
not the extent to +Atm. 1-1 one at two varizihles (such as student abilit+

expenditures per student) ar e ptesent (Be + er and Snippet 1974, Olscamp
19713, Pace 1979, Palola 1976, Solroon 1981, Star k and Lowther 1980, Strait-

plank 1981)
2 QualitN is a function of purpose in that the relati+ e al Lie of a student's
experience is related to saruous factor s such as the student's expectations
I or college, the institution's mission, and the behavior of facult+ and sagnit
cant other s in the institution (Ha: shrnan 1979, Kceton 1974)
One it a+ to see how thllic alt lquality II+ to graArrit
to «mtulto what might
be t-titto
I, agreed to a+ the ten principal "oulicatint of qua'

al-

We ca i 11+1 4,000 different accalPmi+ courtes, thirty kind, of int titunonal lard; 's, forty student ,ervtee.s, the hoe kground of the fat ult1

member+, the tiro

ert (even lot, 's') of hook+ in the library, the professup ia! pat wale, thearat ter of the institution\ neighhort, the 5,11's of
as srudept,, the trzearA,wealih of rt.+ alumni body, and it, int (Mit' 011 11
,t talent, and we till do trt know whether the institution it a good one in
not f ten 1! we know the)c out +et were all taught tplefrulull, the fat :hue,
IA( re in superior tofrulition, the student ter elect tailored to the +Natoli,'

needs, and to on, we ;till have not ettablithell the institution at (me of

quaint in the eve+ of all on whom if may depend jot

(Wet 1( it

rut

I

ht '11,4 Patents, student+, alumni of varunit torts, faculty wenthert nett%
fat up member+ vitt. where, legitlatort, foundation offit ials, the ()Hue
to
1 Rwlit+, the no-% or a law +tut, the polueman
rut/i
hour traffic all 1%111 have different view, ind even when two intuit'
:tot:, hate all the listed
t (minion, then evaluator s mat rate one
tti+iltieiit?i he tier than the other bec (lute the matt It between it, elements
,01(11', pt(Pit'%ed
( Ira? WO the (), re,p(mt1ifiv, mar( ii t)f tat.
\e,(wdl iti,tillitum is faith, ifi:rfrio% 1978, p 211

he salience of the institution put pose is impot tarn (Keton 1071)

An

al poses follow 0 om philosophic al guideposts suggested 115 it,
ft) pat tic trial Rligious, ideological, or cultural perspecti+

aoeemetit

/ at krtti;

UN pii,pw.e, the, (' witiot
cleat t met to ;Ps its
IMIC% t)/ the program are pima in rite way, intende,1
(alto, all (11;teeMCM art purpote, there' mav ttill he ditagteemeht as to
best 1111 s tar purtue (qualm I, hut at teat! the merit, of tlie method, stni
hr argued in the light of oh/e( !we+ that are tupposed to be tin ed (keetot,

the'

/9'4, it

1)

Law rem(' and (,Teen ( i 980) suggested that quaht+ should he r cies cm, ed
to stated departmental or institutional goals and obiectwes (see also Scott
1981) While such statements can serve to c :anf+ central purposes of ,t
program or institution, exc lusts e attention to goal, and ohlec twos can des cr t

attention from the process through which students fears and des clop and
6 M Indicie,,s,o1 Quality

It.

locus °nix on Outcomes or lasting manifestations of the experience In
addition, assessing the degree to which goals and obtectii es at e attained
generally results in the use of quantitani r Indic es of quality While sue h
he helpt ul
indices are not to be overlooked, qualnam e approaches may
in estimating qualitx (Stark and Lowther 1980)
Adequacy, excellence, and quality. The concepts of quality adequacy, and
ex( elleuce discussed in the Ineratui e hay e similar connotations, but they at e

not interchangeable Ther clot e, unless these terms are car dulls defined,
considet able confusion can r es It in the sear ch for useful Indic es of quality

These three concepts t equ re comparison with some predetermined
ernena to assess tf e attainment of a particular purpose or t equirement The
shades of disti ne t ton between these ter ms are associated with the degr ees to
which met it and \Sot th are important considerations in the respects e com-

parison Lincoln and Cuba (1979) have at gued that merit represents an
intrinsic, context -free value, "independent of any requirements of appiii a
hihty or use'' (p 1) For example, cei tam scientific discos cries may be
meritorious because scientists appt eciate an important addition to know lsk CI e without them emal signif MR('
edge for its os n sake If a disco\
(V tthout met it) but had unlit% in a pr ac Mal context, the disc ox el.\ would be

worthwhile In other words, worth is an extrinsic, context-specific saloe
(See Lincoln and Cuba 1 or a thorough disc ussion of the dist Int non bet

n

merit and wr.h )
Adequacy suggests a ICS CI of SUB a tent_ for et lain pet sons nt a spec it tc
ontext or setting and embodies the elements of woi th but not net essai ii of

merit (NliCarthi 1981, Wise 1976) I:At:ellen( e intimates an absoluteii
supet ior standard of at tan ,itent, standards that are not bound by time on
on text and at e good in their ow n t tt ht, ther of on e, the c it net to for men ii at t'
met but not necessat Ili those I or worth The con. ept of tinaitti embodies

elements of both merit and worth, that is, a high (but not :it:Lissa! II.
superior ) level of attainment is equired :hat ttlst, this tl!ilitS
those who take part in the e yerienie

t)! scot 01 tot

Methodological Approaches to luality Assessment
be dry ided
In general, met hodologic al appr oaches to qualits assessment
into two categories qu,mtitabx e and qualitam e Vat u'LIS tet ins are used to
dose robe these approai hes For example, quanntanic qu,alrtc assessoz.nts
nuns and psi( hoare of ten grounded in the n admon of the agni
mein( pal adigms (Sherman 1981) and rely almost ext. lust% el% on"oper
nonaliy def med (Astir) 1980a) and "objec nye" measures (Assn and Solon m
1979) Bs Corp ast, qualitative INUIT'S IS sometimes refer red to as naturalistic or ethonogr aphic and t walk, embraces a anets or mot e subleini e
assessment tools (see Cuba 19,Z8, Wilson 1977, and Wolf 1979 for detailed
disc ussions of naturalism urquuv methods) In p. actiec, et forts to _assess
quality within an institution usually mcorpot ate elements f rum both pat a0
digms Nei ertheless, these two approaches are separated here 1 or two
h
to
the
ext
fusion
of
the
other
easons First, adher ruts e to one approat

1
-4_
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substantially influences what is assessed and the assessment strategies

employed, and second, quantitative methods have dominated quality
assessments for a considerable r_ i(x1 of time, and it therefore seems
appropriate to illuminate the advantages, limitations, and relative utility of
various approac hes (Stark and Lowt her 1980) A tntrd approach, the holistic
perspective, combines elements of the quantitative and qualitatiu.: methods

Quantitalve methods. Attempts to estimate the quality of undergraduat
student experiences using quantitative methods tend to focus on factors

related to the Institution about which objective data exist or can be
gathered. Objective, standardized measures are preferred because' (I) tines

permit comparisons within and across institutions over time, (2) they are
amenable to traditional computer-assisted analytic procedures, and (3) they

are consistent with the dominant psychometric par.tdigm of the social
sciences as well as the values of many institutional reseachers Although
multivariate procedures can assimilate more than one set of measures at a
time, quantitative approaches tend to emphasize umdimensional perspectives, resulting almost exclusively in indicators rather than manifestations
of quality Examples of indices often used In quantitative assessments of
quality are aptitude or achies ement scores in examinations like the Scholastic. Aptitude Tests, rank in high school class, expenditures per student,
pr ()portion of faculty with doctorates, faculty saltines, librat t. 0110.
and number of fellowships awarded to seniors
Qualitative approaches. If tf.c "quality' of an experiem(C N to be estimated,
those ins (Avec] in the process must be afforded an (ippon units to describe
their expenence, assess the quaht% thereof, and comment on the meaning of
those expenences tot them (Wolf 1979, p ) The goal:tam e assessment
paradigm emphasizes manifestations of quality (e g student mvolsement or
student-Institution interactions and outcomes) and re( ogruzes the impin tance and alicht% of multiple interpretations of 'Tains
In qualitatise quahts assessments, obiectivits is emphasized less arid
case studs methods such as inter slew's, obsers ations, and anal, ses of exist
mg documents are used extensw els (Sherman 1981) Naturalistic or ohm).
graphic methods arc generally considered less reliable when used to es aluate dater ences between institutions or even within institutions This is not
to sa. that qualitative methods cannot he used to compare institutions f.(n
example, consider the in h descrmnse compansons between the Urns ei sit%
of Massachusetts Bth,ton (ollegc, and San Francisco State College made hs
Riesman and Jencks (1962) However, ethnographic approaches are stin'
times challenged on the p ounds that institutional differences in purposes,
students, and resources arc so great that evaluative comparisons are meaningless isee Campbell, Converse, and Rogers 1976 foi a disc ussion
the issues IISSUt!atcd with descriptive and evaluative uses of ((natio,
,

assessments)

Sources of mfor illation as tillable fur qualitative assessments of the qualits of the student experience inc Jude student reports of satisfaction \\ 1th
8
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y -mous aspects of the institution, faculty reports of satisfaction with student
performance, A)servatrons of students' behay lot in class and out of class
vis-a-vis the institutional mission and purpose, records of students' partici:lawn in extra( urricular ac mules (see Brown and Corm 1977), and r ecords
Lbrary use

The holistic perspective. Quality in higher education is not a unidimensional
concept (K uh 1980a, Lawrence and Green 1980, Palola 1976, Webster 1979)
Therefore, exclusively using either a qualitative or quantitative approach to
assess quality in the undergraduate experience will likely overlook 'input
ic.nt elements in the experience that could mar kedly influence conclusions
about quality and, perhaps more important, what can be done to improve
the prese:.t level of quality (Astir' 1980a) A holistic, eclectic perspective of
quality assessment eecognizes the validity and importance as well as the

limitations of contrasting inquiry methods and the different kinds and
sources of information typically considered important in the quanutatiye
anal ranye paradigms (Star k and Lowther 1980) In holistic quality
assessments, the methods used to gather data are dictated by students'
characteristics, the institution's mission, and the purposes of the quality
assessment I sualh more than or,' form of data gathering is required to
illuminate the various aspects of the students' experience (see Par lett and
H innitor, 1'476 for a dctaded disc us,a)n of holisti, AlummatrY c" stratcigies)
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Quality in Review
Several conceptual frameworks describe the va-lous elements contributing
to institutional quality Most of them have r..sulted from essentially um&
mensional assessments relying extensively on quantitative indicators such
as student ability or library resources (see Lawrence and Green 1980 for a
detailed summary of these approaches) However, multiple dimensions of
an experience must be considered to estimate the degree to which quahtt is

present in the undergraduate years (Epstein and McPartland 1976, Kuh
1980a, Palola 1976).

Astin (1977: 1080a) has dcscnbed an input-entlronment-output model,
perhaps the most popular multidimensional approach to assessing quality
Input represents what st udents bnng with them to college (ability, interests,
etc.), outcomes are measures of cognitive and affective changes associated

with college attendance; and environment includes both interactions
betweeo students and others (faculty peers, etc ) and actual institutional
resources such as library holdings, expenditures per student, and so forth

Student interaction or involvement and institutional resourcesAstm's
"en% Ironment"make conceptualk distinct contributions to qualit', The
former are manifestations of student effort, the latter are made up of
institutional indicators Therefore, these two sets of factors have been
separated in this report to more clearly describe the elements that with tbute to quality in the undergraduate experience The four structual components of a popular ex al uation model (St ufflebeam et al 1971) hate been
redefined to enable a comprehensive anal,. sis of the factors related to
quality in the undergraduate expenence The result is an organriational
framew k ith four clusters of % anables context, input, ort olvement, and
outcome
Context in.lices of quaht% are those characteristic. Of an institution's
en% ironment that are relanvelx stable over time, such as expenditures per
student, sue of student both, proportion of faculty with doctorate, and ,o
on These Indic ators hat e been r elan% el% cast to produce, usuall% II% tradi-

tional quantitative methods Context %anables ma% interact with as well as

mediate input and [mob ement variables to subsequently mlluence the
behavior of students and others in the institution
Input indices are those charactensucsof entering students sue h as intellectual ablhtt, interests, aspirations, and biographici characteristics le g
sue of high school graduating class, sex) Input variables interact 4k h and
often mediate in ol% C C nt variables and subsequentl% influence the h.:
hat !or of students and othet s in the Ins:Itution Like c ontext var tables. most
input variables ser% c as indicators of quaht% and ha% e been assessed using
traditional qu'AnntatJvc methods
Involvement indices are those Intel ac,,ons (manifestations) that c hat ac
tei lie the emit onment to which students live and kat n, such as the amount,

tpe. and opportunity for informal interaction between students and
ultx, students' satisfaction with the institution, and students' effort

tae

invested in c rt ncular and tocur tic ulai ac nvines These Indices tc rid to be

more subjective in nature that the other variables and of ten must IN
assessed b% qualitatn,e methods
10 is Indic ws of Quality
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Outcome indices are those intended products or unintended effects
(manifestations) associated with college attendance such as retention rates
achievement lex els (e g, Graduate Record Examination scores, postgraduate fellowships), measures of student dexelopment (cognitive, af es:ti e,
and psx chomotor), and alumni achievements g, income and communitx
service) These x ariables are of ten estimated through quantitatixe methods,
although qualitatix e approaches max' he more appropriate for some varia
Hes (personal growth measures, for example) Outcome indices are thought
to result from inter actions between context, input and Inc olx einem
at-tallies

fhe distinctions between cluster s are not note For example, whether
sstenut pi riper ties of institutions such as norms and decision-making
strategies ate most appropriatelx placed in the context or the inxolxement
t luster is difficult to deter mine What is most important is not it here the
tables are placed but it Irether the t atiahle is included and s. hethet it
x
illummates how quaint in th student experience t an he assessed
Context Indices

cur
thought of as enunnii

Indic atm 4., at c of ten

Lon,,nicr

factors' (Astm 114771 or

resources- (sc

1980-81)

Instittelon size. `-iinicnt,, at high , ost, -,recelici iii.ntutton, hate been found
to at, hies e ix" intich,cu cic! bx

at higher lex els than then l owner par is at

enn a and Linn 19701 Net in another sloth, tht
sire of the institution 11,,AS }MIA to he unrelated to at ademic achiec c mem
(Aston iq68ar How ecei tocurrtttllal at 1m:cement let; student goc (Ailment offices athletics, etc ) has beennegatixeh ,ccclitlaredtxlthsue,thatis
students at smaller mstuutions tend to exhibit tool c tot Of Ili 111,11
lac gc r institutions (Rot lc

merits ( Aston 1477, ( bickering 19(19)

\teeth (I 974) suggested that size of depar uncut could he i elated in
1, creel% to 4_!,ahti el hat is, a, the department iuucases III WI: (number of

time
Ldit usualls hate heal .er teat lung loads, resulting in
(1979)
ac.nlahle to spend %kith mote students Comer seic
that a college can per haps ht too small to ensure qualitt and posited that at
e I et.1111i I'd to adtAllIat pr oxide a maim
1,:ast for tat 11101 rue Illht
deg, cc of stuck
r eputation and pi estige
hl Chtt'd to per( eix
1t the leaq.`,//t
ur SCSI.

ot the institution" 'Picot cupation with the numerical sure of a college
thi real sigruf it ant e of the I...Slit:01 sue, %k ink h is the expeNeur

he'ongni,..me,,,- (italics added) (Heath 1968. p 241) ( bickering 11964b

posited that as the sire of the institution int leases, the opportunists
p("ition,, of leader ship m instinitional
decrease for students tti
got nment and sot Ial or-gam/alums (see also Pace 1981) He suggested
an ter institutions he ,,uthciR Ricci into 4,maliet In iniil-lcat !ling t taste is tee
-it xatidec

p,

mai ,I1111111111, aht,t
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increase the oprortunities to become actively involved in the life of the
institution After a review of the research and opinion relating size and
student outcomes, Bowen (1977) concluded that "smallness is associated
with educational advantage" (p. 248).

Institutional purpose. Numerous writers have linked quality of student
expenence with salience and clarity of institutional purpose (Chickenng
1969, Astin 1980a; Meeth 1974, Keeton 1971) Institutions with numerous
missions and purposes send mixed messages to students and faculty that

tend to distort the sense of community considered important fo- a "deelopmentally powerful" experience (Chickering 1971). Heath (1968) has
eloquently underscored the anportance of a salient institutional purpose to
quality of experience.

A college community that has an ideal or vision has, in effect, expectations of what us members are to become. Such ideals or expectations, so
out of fashion nowadays, may be more silent than vocal, they may work
their effects out of awareness; they may constttute the invisible college... And when such expectations are consistently expressed in all"

oructures and activities of the institution, then different communal
expelitm es may mutually reinforce one ano .ter. It is rare that a specific
type of educational experience is very signtlicant_ Rather, it is the
coherence, the consistency, the 'atmosphere". . that makes its impact on
development (p 243)

In most of the empirical studies related to institutional put-pose, quality
has not been operationally defined; i athe: subjective impressions of institu-

tional contributions to students' development have been used as the
dependent variable. Concluding that salient institutional purposes are po,itively related to high-quality student experiences is a product of deductive
reasoning. For example, the degree to which institutions are able to articu-

late their nurposes is thought to be related to a more informed college
selection process (Kuh 1977). That is, students themselves select an institution with a mission congruent with what the students and other influential
people (e.g parents) expect im college Therefore, students are more
satisfied with their experiences, are able to work harder with greater satisfaction towaid then goals (that In definition are consistent with the institu-

tion's goals), arta rema'n in school until they attain their educational
aspitations

Formal and informal organizational properties. Troutt (1979) suggested
that of the eight evaluative entena often used by accreditation teams, the
formal organisational structure of the institution Is one of three criteria t7.
related to quality Conversely, others have argued that the degree to which
students understand how the institution is supposed to function (e.g., lines of

authority sources of funding, levels of decision making, etc.) is related to
students' satisfaction and that as many students as possible should under-
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stand the institution's organization (Benezet 1981, Berche 1972) Further,
students' roles in institutional decision making have been conceptually
linked to reduced rates of attrition and therefore has e been inferentralls
associated with higher qualm, learning experiences (Bean 1981) While the
latter arguments has e some intuitive appeal, empirical evidence does not
exist to support a conclusion that certain formal administrative or organizanona. structures are more Jowls linked with quality than other structures

(Bowen 1979) in fact, whether formal organizational structures elain
much of what happens most of the time in institutions of higher education
has been questioned The "alternative organizational per spectis es" illuminating how institutions actual!e function as opposed to how they are supposed to function (i e , the Weberian bureaucratic model) may have heuris-

tic value for better understanding the relationship between (lains and
college and um% ersity management (see Cohen and March 1974, Weick
) e79)

Whether grading prcu tic es ar e r elated to (wain s is unclear W ikon (1970)

r ,ported that grade point aver ages actualk declined dur trig the 1960s, a
time when the as crag(' abilits (as measured by entrance examinations) of

students maikedls ircreased Howeser, during the latter 1960s and the
1970s, grade inflation was widespread throughout I-..gher educ anon (Birnbaum

1977) During the same pet rod, entrance eanimc.Ition scores declined (Col-

lege Entrance Examitvtion Board 1977) One explanation for the higher
gr ides awarded during the 1970s suggests that grade inflation was f acult.'s
dela% ed ad lust ment to the increased "(vain "(abilits ) of 't laden' s in the late
196Ds It is also possible that some professors, particulark those in &par I-

merits will few majors, .max hale felt thr eatened b predicted and sum
times real enrollment decreases and awarded higher grades to "encour age"
students to take their courses (see Birnbaum 1977 to: additional explana .

nuns of the grade inflation phenomenon) Astm (1977) has argued that
grades are an important source of feedback for student, and max set-se to
mons ate and lemnace curtain salud behasiors like studs mg and inter at

non with faculty On balance, hues el, the literatu; e is unclat as to the
relationship between grading practices and qualm
Pascar ella "980) and Webster (1980) has e suggested that qualth is
related to the amount of time that faculty spend teaching, ads gang, and
mfor malls interacting \kith students lacults act as minor taut sor. Laving
agents

I he 'mow non beiwe( n the fa( i4ItY and students forn,ally and Info,
math se, yes as the hasts

the pr nfessumal to the neophyte.

enroll ale's !HMI

The most sin ( cssful scialization',

terries of corigruene e b.:tween the proles,ion's goals. and tl,e

existing neophyte's Identity, is a proclw t of a sine e,sfril (ow hmg reia
now -zip «msensas among lac ulty of Ow goals to he at Ineved, aml a
perception' of the r ()He guthtv or acceptance' ore the part of the stmiew
Roth formal and ollottn, ' ;mew( turn ( own/lure to tiles, (onthtunis
19" p 26;
built les of (maim M 13

A student-unented norm or expectation probably exists in those institutions (usually smaller private colleges, in which the degree of student
faculty interaction is fairly high is has been suggested that the faculty
reward system be restructured to encourage more interaction with studentsthat is to deemphasize inquiry and external service contributions and
to emphasize teaching and campis service contributions to students and
otherswhich will in turn increase oualits ,Student Task Force on Education at Stanford 1973). Gaff and Gaff (1981), for example, believe such a
norm can be supported through a formal reward system Certain environments such as small colleges that emphasize the importance of the teaching mission ut cluster colleges in which students and faculty with similar

interests are more like's to interact seern to create the conditions that
foster productive relationships between students and faculty (Vy'llson et al
1975)

Whether a telatiunship exists ta.t een faculty morale as a socializing
agent and quality in the undergraduate experience has not been empirically
established Nevertheless, it seems logical to expect that faculty w ith high
morale would be more enthusiastic about their work and therefore Nuuld
be more efficacious rule models than faculty with low morale (see Clark and
Kuh 1981 for a discussion of the relationship between systemic organizational properties and faculty morale)
Financial resources. The literature concei rung the : elat 'unship of quality ti
cost is not definitive.. On the one hand, Tiuutt (1979) considered an 1114t,l u

nun's financial resources to be positively related to quality Ruck, Cent! a,
and Linn (1970) found that institutional income per student was related to
higher GRE scores Adams and Knsluy (1978) reported s,gmhcant correlations between a faculty salary dispersion index and both the Gout man
Rating Index (a specious index of institutional quality see Webster 1480
for a critique of the methodology used to develop the Gourman Rating

Index) and selectivity indices popularized bs Astir (1968a) In addition,
Sohnun (1972 1975) reported statistical's significant relationships between
faculty salary and the subsequent incomes of a sample of college-edut Ace]
persons According to Salmon (1972), the use of facult v saiars as a sur rogate
indicator of quality is based on the assumption that more competent fite Lilt%

make more money However, faculty salary indices tend to inilitate against

certain instit unnsusually smaller, church - related institutionsthat do
not have gt aduate programs because graduate school faculty tend to make
higher salaries and therefore inflate the salary index
On the other hand, both Meeth (197,4) and Milieu (1979) have argued that
costs and q.ial.t y are not necessarily perfectly related In his studs of libel al
arts colleges, Meeth found that the cost per student was not con elated with
institutional size and concluded that "higher cost colleges do not no essai ifs
produce better quality graduates" (p 97)
Using student achievement as a manifestation of qualuv, Asttn t !960a)
reported that the traditional indicators of financial resources, tie h as size of
library collection and expenditures per student, did not contribute or "add
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alue" to students' achiev ement as measured by GRE scores, however,
abilitt of entenng students and expenditures per student were t elated to the
perceived affluence or prestige of an institution (Amin and Panos 1969)

The evidence appears equivocal enough to preclude inference that a
direct, causal link exists between cost and quality Nevertheless, it is tempt-

ing to resolve the question of whether financial resources are related to
quality by relying on the

lin:versa/ tendencv to judge institutional results or qualar ta terms of
inputs .and to a,si)-te tvahout evidence that more (resources/ somehow will inevitably produce commensurateh greater or better results
. . There is a serious logical problem, however, in declaring that cost
differences are due if, differences in program. It is bt no means clear
whether evensive programs are a result era cause of high costs (Boise n
.

1981, pp 24-25)
Student living environme::ts. Perhaps as much as 75 per t ent of a r esident
student's time during college is spent participating in atilt ities unrelated to
the formal academic curriculum (DeCoster and Mable 1974) Wilson (1966)
estimated that perhaps as much as 70 percent of what students learn during
college results from out-of-class experiences The living environment is a

cnucal factor that must ke considered when assessing the quality of the
undergraduate student tr:pencike, particularly for resident students of
traditional age "When unplanned, this learning may. he (Atticr posint e of
negative In the past, it has been largely uncoordinated with tither leat rung
o:.curting elsewhere, ,-(Riker 1981, p 672)
Brochures describing c ampus life are replete with statement, underSt ming the impor tante of the environment to a quality educational experience (sec DeCoster and Mable 1980), Considerable i eseal e h has been
conducted to estimate the degree to which certain college living cm. ironmentsresidcntial tcrsus commuting (Chickenng 1974, Astir] 1977) and
fraternity and sorority ho:.-ing (Feldman and Newcomb 1969)al e I elated

to personal development outcomes In addition, Williams, Raley. and
Zgliczv nski (1980) hat e summanzed the relationships of different living
arrangements within tanous kinds of residence hall environments, for
example, coeducational living units and resident hall floors comprising
students with the same major They concluded that "students living in
residence halls make betkr grades, are more motivated to complete dgt cc
programs, have better attitudes about their college or university mid are
more involved in social and academic activities on campus" (p 114)
A variety of instruments exist for estimating the quality of student living
environments, and several have received extensive use College University
Environment Scales (Pace 1969), University Residence Environment Scales

(Gcrst and Moos 1972), ( illege Characteristics Index (Stern 1961 Stern
1970) Baird and Hartnett (1980) have summarized more than 20 instruments of environmental assessment that can be used to monitor the quality.

of students' king emir°, lents
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Summary. Most of the emptncal studies relating quality to context variables
have correlated umdimensional, quantitative mandestations of ctualitx (for
example, achievement scores and postcollege iiicome) with quantitatix e

indicators of context (for example, expenditures per student and facultx
salaries) Size of institution and Its clarity of purpose have appeared tunetionalh related, and both have been found to be correlated with qualin
.

expenditures per student have Pot necessarily been tied directly to commen-

surate degrees of quality Opinion has been divided as to whether formal
and informal organizational properties are related to quality. While norms
supporting faculty i ..eraction with students seem important, grading practices have not been related to quality. Various kinds of li in environments
have been linked to quality, particularb, for traditional-age students
Whether a relationship exists between living environments and gm-Jac of
the undergraduate experience for older, part-time students has not heen
determined
Input Indices
Input measures are consider ed the most popular method of estimating
quality (see, for example, Bowen 1981, Maher 1974, Hulett 1979) and hate
almost alwas taken the for m of quantnatix e indicator s
Ability. Most institutions hate used students' rank in high NC hoof class as a
surrogate indicator of qualit (Kuh 19-77 Watts 1977) High school rank has
rarely been used in studies involt mg so, era' institutions, hotsctcr, because
of the s ariations in gi admg standar ds and students' abilits belies id to exist
across high schools
Scores on (nuance examinations such as the Scholastic Aptit cid( Test or
the Ameican College Testing Pi ogr am are the Indicators most of ten used to

infer coats For example, Astin (1968a) and Astir] and Panos (19711
eported that the as erage academic ahilih o: enter mg students x as I elated
to qualm, (defined as pen cited affluence or pi estiget of the institution, this

relationship has apparent Fs remained fault stable (Act time (Astir] and
Solmon 19 79) Sonic have periodic ails questioned whether open or loss ri ed
admissions standards has c a debilitating influent e on qualm (Agnew 1970,

Vle er son 1975, Fonsor 1971, At some institutions, up to 75 percent of
enter mg college students has e been iudged to he ill pr cpar cd lor c ()Hole

soikandtorequiresonicsortof temcdtal assistance (I tics of open achnissir 4-is sat that such large number s of students ssith scr rims def men( les
cduse educational qualit for ey et one' (F laglet 1981 p ) Empirical
data are lacking to sappor t such
sic asset wins, hoses et (see Las in, Alba, and
Silber stein ILI`91

Fox suuld argue that student ahrhts IS onlock, unrelated to ed 01 a
tional (vain x 1-51 lusts e reliance on measures of ability as a reliable indica-

tor of qualttt is probablx in: epic In the absence of additional exicktit t
due umenting whether student, use their talents to good ads antage It is riot
surprising therefore that most attempts to determine 'qualin- has e linked
ahrlitx with certain outcome s iablts, usually at. hiex einem
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Biographical characteristics. Various biographical y ariables have been
inferentially linked to quality, depending on the purposes and mission of the
institution under study For example, gender is obviously important if the
institution is a single-sex college with a M11110" to pi epai e its students for
leadership in education, business, and industry (Astm 1977) College catalogs often imply that because a number of students from foreign counts ies
or from different states attend the institution, the quail( v of the educational
experience will be enhanced because of the diverse cultural backgrounds to
which the undergraduate student will he exposed How these student. are
unon is probably more c kii%
integrated into the social system of t het
tied to quality than the number of students in attendance
Whether such variables are indeed important or es en related to quality,
however defined, has not been demonstrated empun. ally , how es et It is
unlikely that blographit al indicators, with the po-, hie exception of gender,
e r elated to quality (see Astin 1977)

Nontntellective characteristics. :he impor tancc of nonintellectly c indicators such as participation in e xtr at oracular at try ales in high school, inter
ests, and aspirations is of ten under St Oled by .idinissions pet sonnet seeking a
c the
'rich mixture" of st udcnts Kuh 1977) Such a mix is thought to
opportunity for .t personally liberating college experience and t het clop,

contribute to a higher quality educational expellent e (Willingham 1980) 1
highlY selective Institutions yv her c a large number of qualified applit a- is
decisions on
ompete for a limited number of places in the entering
otlinty.aons somennics at e based on nonintellec tic c \ ar 1411)1C., 1,l a Chwm, fe
1981)

Institutional C111 in (Inure nts (mg! cent \\

h Lintel uv, students' c hal at (el

',tics and civet Linens csul; in tudents' greater satisfatuun a th th. myti
onion and titer Clot e a quality cdia anonal \permit ti (Moo-. 1979, Pat ti
19(19 Per y in and Rubin 1907, Stet n 1970) The (.11\111)11111CM

01 tar gc

extent, what people pert el\ e it to be Many of the insir uritints 111111111-111/Cd
:het olleve
by Baird and Hai tnctt i 1980) for use In assessing the 'quality
oundeti
Index,
for
ex.;
ens onmentt he College ( harac tensties
in perceptual theory
From the chat aster ist its and prefetences of a Ian vc number of Lintel Hal
students, Astin (19(,8b) identified six noting ellec c fat tot smt Alet t oar
aestheticism, status, leadership, pragmatism, mast uhrut that dif er ennated between s arum., kinds of Institut it ins For example, technologic a;
institutes like M I,T have heen found, base'] on the characteristics o. entering students, to differ from liberal arts colleges like Oberlin or Gr men on
PrestunablY stun
the factors of aestheticism, pragmatism, and mast
dent s with t haracteristics consistent math the dominant fat tors of a green
campus will le better and therefore he more satisfied
The fit of students and ens gunmen! can be a t wo -edged sic ur d, ho'ces er

On the one hand, students tan become at chmated so easili to a college's
environment that few challenges are presented to students' preferred way s
of thinking and helm% ing In this Instance, students' des el. ipment may he

0
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st unted. On the other hand, st udents who are repeatedly challenged and are

without appropriate sources of support may become so dissatisfied that
they leave the institution. In general, development seems to be encouraged
in an environment that requires a reasonable amount of adaptation (Snyder
1971) and a number of new responses from the student. That is, curricular
and cocurricular challenges that upset students' equilibrium and encourage
them to greater degrees of differentiation and personal integration are
considered necessary to encourage development of the "whole person," a
goal to which most institutions subscribe (see Knefelkamp 1980; Perry 1970,
Sanford 1962).

Summary. Although measures of ability have been the most often used
input indicators of quality, exclusive use of ability measures does not reflect
the institution's or students' purposes for higher education, the effort students make to attain personal or institutional objectives, or the degree to
which students benefit in various ways (acquisition of information, socialemotional maturation, critical thinking) from attending the institution. For
these reasons, ability measures have often been linked with context indicators and outcome manifestations to infer quality. Biographical variables
have often been logically linked with quality, but empirical evidence has not
been reported to substantiate the validity of the inference. The degree to
which students' nonintellective characteristics are consistent with the dominant environment of the institution has been inferentially related to quality
because of the empirical relationship between congruence of certain charactenstics of students and their environment and students' satisfaction with
the institution
Involvement Indices
Astin and Scherren (1980), Pace (1980), and Scott (1980-81) have pr ovided
the rationale for emphasuing involvement variables in quality assessments

Quality is more a function of what students do with an institution's resources (context variables) than of the resources themselves Involvement

indices have been used less than other qualitY indices for at least two
reasons (1) recognition of the importance of active involvement of f
and particularly students in effecting quality in higher education has only
recently been underscored (Astin 1977, Pace 1980); and (2) involvement
measures have not usually been included as part of institutional management information systems ( Astin 1979, Astin and Scherrei 1980) As a result,

involvement indices reflec Ling manifestmions of quality are not readily
a: ailable

Involvement with peers. The degree to which st udents arc involved and at t:
satisfied with their
ement with other students has been correlated
it h quality (Astin and Scherrei 1980; Feldman and Newcomb 1969). Partici-

pation in almost an extracurricular activity seems to be positivelY related
to persistence. certain desir able changes in personal development (see Astin

1977 for differ ences !n degree of change related to involvement in inter18 U hidicres of Quality
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personal, academic, arid athletic activities), attaining career object it es, and
general satisfaction with the undergraduate experience (Actin 1977, Kegan
1978).

Chickenng (1974) underscored the importance of the peel group to a
quality educational experience "Once a person identifies himself with a
group that group become.; as anchor and a reference point The values and

behaviors approved by the group provide a background for developing
individual attitudes and behaviors." (p. 88)

The influence of the peer group on the quality of the undergraduate
experience may be a function, in part, of the amount of time available to and
used by students to interact with each other For example, Wilson estimated
that over 70 percent of what a student learns in college results from out -ofclass experiences (1966) If, in fact, students do spend the majont\ of their
time in college with peers, the importance of the pee, group is clear, particular-It for resident students Cluckenng (1974) reported that the development
(as reflected by a variety of attitudinal and value -oriented scales from the
Omnibus Personality Inventory) of students living in campus housing %Vat'

accentuated compared with their counterparts living at home The differ
ences in personal development have been attributed to the celatit el f few er
opportunities commuter students have for peer interaction (Bragg 1976)
Howe er, myolt ernent with certain peers can he debilitating For' example
students involved in peer groups with different or less positive orientations
to college may reinforce behaviors inconsistent th the aims of the institution (see Stern 1962), ther eht het oming less satisfied and per haps lea, mg
the institution

Instruction. The liter at ure on (luta% of instruction can he divided into two
areas intended !earning outcomes, and teaching methods consistent with
students' chard& terrstics such as !earning stle and intended mstr tic Nona)
outcomes (Menges 1981) Menges analsied the conditions required hit
attaining each of five categories of outcomes ( ) psychomotor learning-skeletal-muscular reactions mediated by c °grunt. e knowledge, such as play
ing a musical instrument or per suasive oral communication, (2) memory

minimally complex verhal recall txpicalb. requir.ng repetition (1) complex
t.ognitionclassific anon, analysis or synthesis of recalled knowledge m

differ ent contexts, such as developing principles or the relationships
het cis een concepts, (4) nonlinear cognitionholistic- and expallS1%
processes rather than the analytical, reductionistic processes connoted by
«tiplex cognition more typical of "creative" persons (see Heist 1968), such

as, the capacity to dream and meditate, and (5) emotional lea: fling
identification and expression of one's own and awareness of other s' feelings

(See Gagne 1977 for another taxonomy of learning outcomes ) Menges
posited that students should he able to demonstrate competence in each of
these five learning categories for the aims of liberal education to he reahred
A variety of different conceptual frameworks hate been put forward to

better understand char acteristics of learners Cross (1976), Knefelkamp
09801 Kolb (1981), Messick et al (1976), Perry (1970), and Witkin et al
Indices of ()nub'',
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(1977) hat e undostio ed the import ince of fear ners' charatter.,ttcs to
learning and de% elopment of the Intellect Kriel elkamp in particular ha,
articulately encouraged faculty to use concepts from human de% elopment
theot to impt oy e th" qualut of instruction How ex er, t elan% el% little is
known about the instructional pi clef ences or styles of fat ultt (Kolb 1981 is
a notable exception)
A considei able amount of 11'SL:cif ch has been conducted on the I clan% e

effects of %anon, instructmat methods (see Gage and Berliner 1979,
McKeaehie 1978) Although the lecture format is used most often, tell
adt antages to learners hat e been associated with this teaching method
%lenges (1981) has summarized the relate e
engths ul other nisi! ut !lona!
techniques, given the intended oution-ws

Ti) an Inevr mentor,' outcome+, the learn I must rehearse terbal (Assoc tattun and verbal c hange Listening to a let tore is pas sty e but rec nation
or n (manner assisted drill ensures rehearsal To at, Inev<
mastery of
emotions necessary for accurately perceiving emotional message+ /rum
other lea, ric trup,t -eceive real message, /ram other nersons 41,Hik of
case s mites is not +wilt tent fur sun 11learnin., but group exer 1s,' + 'nett he
_

c .7y)

flon an extcri-ax e ret lett of the Mei .t

c, Menges cunt hided. that

choir e trl m +tltil tuma! oh. thed should he a pi/hi/CM of h>tit IP:tended
learning wilt watts and the setting in whit li lear mng oc c ors

,nweinentl%

represented by group size), mil; due regard for learner and teacher
haracteristo s The major criterion for assessing appropriateness
n;etliorl is the extent to winch the method ensures that learner+ pt, r%
(asks e se mull to the dectrt d oustnes ipp 578-79)
Instructional I-what rot has also het n ielaterl to flcyrne'r,,ty of allot mai
contacts with students out of the classoom

nl /ferem es in faculty accessibiluv to \laden t t outside of class app, or to b<
related to individual chant( tenictu more ( ompleA than the corn eiiihma:
his
of ac ademu
1 I !how Ian tilt: most a, ( essiblr to
udents beyond the c/at room appear to +here art interrelated +et of
not ms, assumptions, and values about the processes of teat lung, lear non;

and student developme,n of whit 1, frequent informal coma( t with
,tuderns outside of c lass would seem to ht 0 natural elk its /On (fast atella
19,Nt p C62)

Faculty behat lot- related to qualut instruction goes bet ond lot mal
ourse
nab' and class assignments In what Sri \ der (1971) has termed the
''hidden Lurric
faculty communicate in subtle wat,s to students what

behaytor, z
rewattied At times. such behavior is actually inconsistent
%kith the lot mal yetbalrred requirements stated by professolS
20 Is buizeies of Qi
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I observed the professor 117 one class beginning the term h% explaining
that the st nde m s wen etpec fed to be c re,an e aml t,ti olved, in short, thet
it ere to he engaged [hex it mild ;lave the oppo, tonal lu taA e audit c trial
iisks, to makes mistakes, five weeks late, tilt lost ipaz it as givoi I he

se talents found that :hex ete asked to tetion a large amount of
information that hies (mild on Is hart niasleled ht memozation Thee
ItIl a torysidepable dist epanc V bent een the students' expectation, tilt
the course and what (hex were in fat I eye( ted to learn in order to pass
the quiz hi spite of the professor's Opt piing pronouncement, the hidden
hot peanut l ta,k teas not to be imaginative or creative but to plus a
cur nom. rthed ukademit game(''isdir 1971 pp 1 17,
spec
For some students, the disci eparics bets con what is stated and what is
actual's }-x2quir cd creates considei abl C (-t _.1-.soncincri and Iiusnatiun some

t(mcs ctnminating in attrition

Informal faculty-student Interaction. The Student Task

I

01:

at Stanford (1973) identified informal student-t acults in, t et at non as one of
the most important components of a qualits undergraduate educ anon (set
also Sanford 1967, Trow 1975) Students who r epor t higher levels of inter at

non with faculty also report mere satisfaction with college (Pascarclla
1980), evidence higher deg' ties of achievement as retlec led (s st andardwed
tests (Centra and Rock 1970), are less hkels to drop out (Bean 1981) alai ai c
more like's to ask advanced degrees (Thistle -alit 1959)
In addition, "the fat alts member can be a . ole model of successt ul acid'
bchas iur He can be a sour( e of motivation, a i r it lc or a fudge, or a 'catals st
in the students' reonentation of his value system" k Feldman and Newcomb
he feedback he gives influences the stud, nts self Image as a
1969, p 251)
learner and as a human being" (Bragg 1976, pp 34-35)
"I he empirical es idenee seem' nc qui% oc:al Fac tilts student Intel action

IN an impor tan, part of a qualm, undergraduate caper em c N et to hr
our aged toss111r "t It_ t

addressed is -whether students can suc-c essf ulls

become more insulted with f at. ults

,

'

sa

Student effort. '1 he importance of student effort ot inithuo.c in mak mg ;fie
most of institutional resources is not a nes tnt. ept (sec Blown 1937), but it
has t ec ends been under scored again (see Pace 1980) In tact, "a large Ev(d
of evidence (Bloom 1974, Gagne 1977, Kulhavv 1977) shows that students
when they ins est time and energy ir, the learning task" (Asti!'
learn best
1980b, p S) When commenting or. the woe! ul lack of direr t (intact between

students and facults, the Student Task Force on Education a: Stanford
(1973) blamed both the systemic properties of the institution (nor ms, t eward
,-stem, etc ) and the lac k of student effort in taking advantage of existing
opportuniti:._ for such interaction The Task 1- orce recommended that

undergraduate students be made aware of the importance of and then
shared responsibility for participating in these kinds of activities
Pace (1979, 1980, 1981) has called attention to an important distmc ti(

Indit
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between the amount at time students are ins olved in an activits like studs mg and the qualm, of time ins ested in the activity For example, outlining

required readings or interpreting maim points to another requires more
effort and is more educatise "than mei els underlining passages in a textbook" (Pace 1980, p 10) Based on the findings from a study of 13 colleges

and universities, Pace reported, "the higher the quality of intellectual
effort, the higher the grades" (p 14), and the more time spent on academic

matters, the higher the quality of effort likely to be invested in taking
ads antage of other opportunities available on campus Apparently, "what
counts most is not who sou are or where sou are but what you do" (p 16)

Whether faculty or others like student affairs staff and academic
administrators can successfully encourage students to Increase "qualits "ut
effort is not known Also unclear is whether students who expend consider-

able effort during the undergraduate years may be different in important
%sass (like mons anon and ability) from peers who invest less effort The
evidence to date has suggested that Ingnlv invoked students are different
from their less invols ed counterparts. The former come from educated and
elatn, ei% affluent families, earn higher grades in high school, and score
higher on college entrance examinations (Astir 1977)
Current met hods for assessing the quality of student effort are quantnae and rely exclusive's on students' reports about themsels es While the
"qualm, of effort" scales appear to have heuristic value, they have not been
salidated bs other measures such as observations, inters Jews with 00111mates, and so forth In spite of these limitations, "quality of effort" is a nc h
perspective from which to better under stand quality in the undergraduate
student expenent e

Summary. The frequents of students' interactions with significant other s
peers, faculty, student affairs staff) in the institution has not been used
ser s often as a manifestation of quality This lack is surpnsing, given the
overwhelming empirical es idence and opinion linking peer interaction and
student faculty interaction with a varlets of surrogate manifestations of
quality like stucieqt satisfaction, ac hies, ernent, and persistence The quality
of of fort both students and faculty put forth in their interactions provides an
additional and perhaps ric her and more powerful descnptive perspective on
quoins Qualitative strategies mas help Ameliorate the appar ent limitations
of cur rent methods to assess quaky of effort

Outcome Indices

Outcome sanable, appear to be second to inputs in frequents of use as
surrogate measures of quakes and are usualls assessed with traditional
quantitattse methods Outcomes are often considered "better" than other
indices of qualm, because the% potentially represent the "%aloe added' hs
the under graduate epeHerice (Hodgkinson 1981, Millen 1979)

The ba,u argument underhng the altw added dpinocu 11 is that trio'
audit:\ re cdde, in the Institution\ abibiN to af fect tt, students fol'orahic
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0,

tie

make a potizt e (hi ference rt their intellect ual and personal der elipmettt
he,hest-equality orstuutuurs, tri tin, view, are those that have the
greater trapac t add the most valueto the student's knot% ledge, per
3_.4i
what: aktd (weer Elevelt)p,nt 111 (Ashur 19Hoh,
.

Persisterv:e. An unportant and relatis els easy to produce estimate of
healer uistetutions are meeting students' expectant), s is rate of retention
(Asti- 1979) For example, Gruson, Levine, and Lusrberg '977) has e e ontende,. "it:A the degree to w hich students persist to the corn' tion of their
degree objecto es is a said index of the quality of the undergraduate expel tenet. Both the institution and the students are thought to be -,efrt Li:cause
Persistence is linked ',kith a stable enrollment, which is related to a stable
financial base (a popular context indicator of qualits ), and students' satisfaction with college. suggesting that thes arc recets mg adequate preparation for st cational, civic, and famils responsibilities Student persistence has
also been cot related with (l)the frequent s (Pascal ella 1980, Past ar ella and
Terenzun 1977 Rossmann 1967, Spade 1971)and "qualits (Past arena and

fezennni 1977) of informal student faculty interactions (2) ins &sem< nt
with peers and institutional activities such as social organisations, honor
societies and athletics (Astin 1975, Astir. 1977, Blake 1971, Siebel 1973),
general sansfactioa with the insert ution (Kegan 1978), Or self -esteem and Cs)
undergraduate grade point as erage (Astir 1975Asun 1977)

The apparent conceptual link between persistence and qualits ina. bi
spurious ror those students se, ho do not "fit 'at one institution or who

ire

a more "des elopmentalls powerful' ens uonment, that is, an ins:it tenon
pr vs !ding optimal challenges that (meow age students' des elopment

kenng

1971) For example, Heist (1968) reported that highis a cam e students,
mans of wham are among the most academicalb, able at then r espeen
institutions, arc disproportionatels represented among dropouts or t ransici
Reducing the number of these ereatiy e people who lease college «intinues
to he a ma)ort hallenge Howes el-. an institution of higher educ anon _ an not

he all things to all people Assisting students n he transition from one
institutional ens iron merit to another more suited to then needs mas sv ell lit
a qualits institution (Kull 1972)
an earnu.rk
i
Achiever-9m -The os env helining weight of id_nceisthat,ontheastraee
students make g uns rn substarmse knowledge eiunng the college sears'

BONA

1977, p 68, see also Lcar net] and Wood 1938, Lemur-1g, Mundas, and

Maxey LI69) Whether grades and qualm, are related has been difficult to
d.:ter mine f In 3 sands of reasons For example, grading prat tic es may
:"
differ between and within institutions, students manifing in the se
was ree-i-e lower grades even though thes tend to be as intellectual's able
or more able compared to their eounterparts ui ()diet major fields (Astm
1977, Hood and Swanson 1965) In addition, grades are re 'muse only to other
students at the respectise institution at given time and do not r ellect w hat
a stip lent h s learned tAstin 1974)

hh, tes zi/ Ormhtv
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It is no', c fear is hethei certain lac tots are related to ley els of ac hint einem
dif fel ent I r (An those prt2clicted bY students' entrance examination scores

hie verrient
ineasnred In the three i.lea leSts (1111ic (,ruchiate
Ezamination administered doling the senior sear in college)i% neither

twin ot ed nor impaired In the intellec tidal level of classma sorbs the
iet I of (1( adellnc CMIlpeUnVelieSs
Differences among %indent% in
th,ir achret orient . are MUCh more lo%elv linked to variations in cibilm
that etBted pr tor to the 5:nth-in\ entrance than loans c harm_ teri >mu/
the

undervadnate institution (4 tin arid Pano, )69, p 145)
,

Although others has r' reported similar findings (Nichols 1964) more r eeent
data suggest that under graduate grade pomt as erage 1s neptry ely related to
institutional selecny its
academic ahtlitt ) of entering freshmen (Astor
1977)

In a study of 95 institutions, Rock, Centra, and Linn ( 1970) cone hided that

the only institutional ar rabies linked to ae hiev ement (as measured by CRS:
se ores) were expenditures per student and proportion of lac tilt% with doctorates Smaller institutions with higher rev enues per student seem to hay e
had an ace crit crating influence on students' ac fuel, ernent

Students who are high achievers also are more likely to info' malls
inter act y+tth laced((, he involved in campus actic mes, and soloed( Pasca
r
( 1980) has war tied, how( ter, that causal duet non is not clear Doc,

mf ,rural interaction NS Ith faculty positively influence academic performance, or is it initial pure ept ion, of academic success hiLh et entu.ilh lead
students to seek coma( t ith faculty bey and the classroom-) (p 558)
Prestigious awards for graduate study may he emote a function of "todent ability (inputs) than a manifestation of a quality under graduate ,xperi
ence For example, Roe k, Centra, and Linn (1970) did not find a relationship
between proportion of students seeking advanced degrees and -,tit ut tonal

(context) variables Aston (1977) reported mixed findings For example,
graduates of selective institutions were less likely to attend law school,
although the I ham es of attending medic al school v+ete increased slightly

When Implementation of occupational or graduate school plans arc
onsidere'l the quality of the undergraduate institution as measured by
students ability scents to have minimal impact (Sharp 1970)
Intellectual and social emotional development. Many researchers hay e concluded that on the average,. allege students tend to become more fiber al and
sophisticated in their political, social, and religious views and to evident e
more complex and autonomous thought processes (Ellison and Simon 1973,
Tr ent and Medsker 1968) These changes were apparently a function of both

maturation and college attendance At the least, college attendance has
seemed to have an accentuating influence (Trent and Medsker 1968) The

data have been equivocal as to whether context indicators like sue of
expenditures per student are related to differential degrees of change For
example, (h>c kering. Mr. Dove U, and ('ampagna (1969) concluded f t um
24
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their studs of 11 colleges that as er age changes on intellectual g, autonorm, them etical orientation, complesits ) and social emotional (e g , social
evicts ersion, impulse (Apt ession altruism, anxiety) scales of the Omnibus
Pcisonalus Inventors %sere consistent regardless of the institution's stated

mission or purpose Clark et al (1972) and Trent and Medsker (1968)
reported similar findings using comparable forms of the same instrument
adnummerec: to different populations
Alumni. A number of researchers has e studied the economic benf its associated ss it h college attendance in genet al, inch: idual (prn ate) rate of return
on the investment in a college education ranges from about 15 percent to 18
per cent more than that on a high school ins estment, depending on the
assumed relationships hem cen learning capacas and income used to compute r ate of return (Alexander 1976, Becker 1960, Ras nmnd and Sesnostiv
1975, IA itnict 1976) In studies speedicalls designed to deter win sshether
rat.. of return caries hs specific kind of postsceondars institution attended,

qualits has osualls been defined as an attribute of the nista unon that
irk teases earnings in later hie Using s ariables hicc student abdus at
(N, Indlt MON,
entrance, (acorn salaries, and the Gourman Index as
975) found that attendant c at high -qualits instil Lawns resulted

S01111011 (

ul greater economic returns The r ate of let urn seemed to increase skull
ekpCIICIR e r r the labor for e, the:' is, after being out of colleve for some time

(see also SolmoP 1971, \Nth Ht.] 197)

dose ~niche''. Onlitrtn iltut ltrident1 tt /to go ti.(o/iegi ut higher couldn
(Ire' oune 'tit( essild guitInate '111, than ',IntlentS
eton trim
the
nIngoforolleg;t'so ; le'sstrr {rtuhit
1'(/14(.11(thtill or (I bc4(
alu\ appew to he 'or the
on tot estmenis
incrnettit
oidci of 7 to S ref I en! IBtnt t Pr 1,77, p

k number (1

ittilk.e,, ha \ e hnnt.ittons (hal at e set ions en(ffigh I()

(ph. S(1011 (hen use as manil e stations of qualas I or example, the salichts ill
Lit 1.11h s,li, i as ri.lfrlatt,ls of qualus has been
the (win Plan 1.11111C,
4-tioned
ion+. t1 thitt tit .(;t1i C111111(, the inmak t of the
When ahitniti t

undergraduate espe I 0 n. t

tht n social and litihtleat beliefs, nx1.t r epor t
Heath 1968 Koh 1976) %Ahem
c, ref tarn institutions seem to has t.

that college hail a -,;tnittl,ull Mir
onipatt,i wth e out
.

0.111L'Ila cd bs alumm s attitudes toss at d sot Lif issues,

()minutia\ sircicc, arld ht. 11C1 Its of education (Pal e 1974) Smaller institusions seem to base sorrieNs hat gi eater "mimes'," capat. Ines r Par e 19791, that
is, alumni I e ,t,rt changingnn mme ol'ffidd a%, as,r re%hit tisto,alcht
non infer r It of attending college
In most studies of alumni, relationships hetsser'n 'pains indicant! s like

student akin% and manifestations like poste ollegc at lit Ines hate been
other steak irsirallt tolling shor t of statistical significant t. (see Ilos t 1966)

I 'it cdl"PL tin

ul

elation he tsseim

/Halt le,.
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the arts reported by Spaeth and Greeley (1970) was 14 but dropped to
almost .00 when sex, socioeconomic status, and religion were held constant

From their own study of alumni and a review of the literature, they concluded that' tempts to show that specific institutions have specific effects
on their students have usually failed....It seems to matter less what college
one attends than that one attend college.' (p. 126).
Chickering (1969) and Bowen (1977) have warned that interpreting ou,
come results as conclusive evidence of insignificant differences between
various institutions' impacts may br misleading. Such conclusions are usually drawn from aggregated data; therefore, the averaging methods used
tend to obscure rather than illuminate diversity of impact or change among

students (Feldman 1972). Further, involvement factors have not usually
been considered in these analyses. Therefore, attempts on the part of individual institutions to enhance the potential influence of factors thought to
be related to quality should not be discouraged (Bowen 1977)
Summary. Persistence has been related to a variety of proxy manifestations
of quality like satisfaction, achievement, and involvement in campus activi-

ties. Whether students transfer or voluntarily withdraw from an institution,
has often been interpreted as a manifestation of poor institutional qualit
When student ability is controlled, the majority of institutions have not
positively influenced achievement. Students' personal development has alse
appeared to be independent of the particular institution attended Postcollege econoinic returns have been related to several some of them
specious) proxy quality indices Although the lasting influence of college has
appeared mode' ate across institutions, this finding may be more a product
of the outcome assessment methods employed and variables studied than
an accurate estimate of the qualits of le undergraduate experience for
individual students.
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Summary and Conclusions
Salient Indices of Quality
Context. Four context indices may be worthwhile Indicators of qualits at
many institutians Many positive Indicators and manifestations of quality
have been associated with institutional site For example, in smaller institutions a greater sense of community is often fostered among students. and
opportunities for assuming leadership positions in coeurricular activities
like student government and Informal contact with faculty tend to Increase
Of course, the size of an institution does not cause these things to happen,
rather, size encourages their occurrence.
Clarity of institutional porpose has been referred to repeatedls as an
earmark of a high quality institution Large universities have multiple purposes and missions to satisfy those competing, diverse audiences that has e a

stake m them (e g, trustees, taxpayers students, alumni) Therefore, such
institutions rarely are able to project a dear purpose
Student hying environments appear functionally linked to quaiitY Students spend a disproportionate amount of time during the undergraduate
s ears engaged in nonciassroom activities Therefore, the degree tow htch
students are challenged by and satisfied with their king ens nonments is
worthy of renewed emphasis m the search for quality

Formal systemic properties such as administratiy e structures and
deosion-making strategies have not been empirically related to quality
However the informal organization that encourages or hinders faculty
involvement with students and the :xtent to which students feel and act as
though they are members of the academic community seems to be a particularly promising area of inqurri

Input. Although they have often been used, input indicators hale not been

powerful predictors of quality manifestations Various inquiries with
slightly different foci have been unable to document whether student ability,
the most often use d Indic ator of quality, is positively related to the qualits of

the experience Perhaps case study portray als tit students w sarsirig
ley els of ability in institutions with different purposes could hcip fill the
apparent void in the knowledge about the yritionstilp between student
ability and quality in the undergraduate experience
Involvement. The degree to vy filch students at e invols ed during the under
gr ad uate Years is one of the most important and perhaps ace mate !nitrides
tations of quality Involvement is related to a yatietv of other indicantr s and
manifestations often empirically or logically associated with qualits institu-

tional size, general satisfaction with the institution (including satisfaction
with the hying environment and academic pursuits), persistence to completion of degree objective, postcollege community service, and income
The degree to which faculty expend effort in instruction or-involved with
students out of the classroom has been positively related to many manifestations of quality Identification of the factors related to student and faculty
Involvement (e g , morale, salience of inset utional purpose) seems a promising

line of inquiry
htriteto s of Qualtiv ?7

Outcomes.

Like institutional sire, persistence enables students to take

ads antage of a al lets of other opportunities related to qualit for example,
interaction with f at. ultc and peers and participation or per haps leadership in
institutional go: erning processes Yet persistence mac hack,' a pcinicunis

Influence as well Some students probable persist to graduation without
being enc our aged to crate:ails examine t heir attitudes, v clues, and hehas tor

,

schich is more hkels to he true for the increasing number of part-time
commuting student,
The search for increased valet! resulting from a college education has
met with little success Problems associated with aggregation techniques
and measuring change base often, been cited as factors contributing to
insignif leant findings Interestmglc, those few researcher s g Cottle 1971,
Heath 1968, Per rs 1970, White 1966) who has e conducted intensive studies

of small samples of students and alumni has e reported prosocans e
ae c mints of cc hat happens to st udents during and after college Likequanti-

tatise assessments of the same phenomem, these approaches also has e
limitations, but the insights the% mat pros nie On terms of depth, r cahration

of indis dual potential, et. seem to he woi ih the limits of gene:all/alb in
associated with them (see rross 1975)
Studies of alumni are thought to be the potermalls richest source of
lam manor, about college quality (Boulding 1975 h eLdman 1962, Pace
197'4) Bowen (1979) has suggested that mans impm tont outcomes
lige cannot he documented at commencement because the imps, is or
hange-, call not he manifested until some sears later
((Int' of a( ()liege ,'dice 0111M--011C1 the Initial for
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Quantitative and Qualitative Contributions to Quality Assessment

Qualms is a multifaceted concept Attu a studs of theasailablehtel,iturcon
(.141clilts in the undergraduate expeienee I, is easier to under stand wh, less
c I for t, to dese nic the multiple properties of quality List.. been mounted and
he most -civalits assessments" refs on quantitative uidii dugs of qi alit%

Mahout taking into account the purposes of the institution and the
students' personal goals, the degree to cc hrch q pains rs present cannot he
determined Quantnatise approaches in par tic trial tend to underestimate
the te mendous dicer sits that exists within and between institutions of
highcr edue anon in fait, quant !tan e me.hods often are used to t cdui e the

rsits he identits ing the smallest number of sanables that seer, to
act min for differences het cc ten institutions While the re,ulta of such
di%

efforts make inter esting reading, a les offer little assistance to f ac alts at Id
staff i espomable rot deter mining and suhsequentls might sing pr ograms to
en hail, e qualtts iii addition quanntanse measures ate usualls insensuise
to
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'snit.: unintended outcomes and _rte less likely than qualitatic
huh,

,1 Qhalttl

approaches to record the I ige and depth of affectiv e responses to college
experience such as disappointment and boredom
Qualitative assessments are usually rich in detail For purposes of mak-

ing single institutional polls decisions and monitoring quality, qualitative
methods hold great promise, panne !dark if the reports of persons f requenting
the ens ironment are s alued. Naturalistic inquiry strategics tend to be sensi-

tive to unintended effects and outcomes because facuitY and students are
encouraged to candidly report their experiences in detail, therefore, the data
collection is not limited to information related to institutional goals
However, qualitative approaches tend to be labor-intensive and tvpicalls

result to profiles of one oc a small number of institutions, programs, or
students Fot these reasons, researchers hale not used them extensively for
quality assessments acros, many institutions
Both quantitative and qualitative approaches have limitations Because
quality is a multidimensioual concept, data gathering techniques character;stic of both approaches are required to accurately estimate the degree to

which qualits is present (Sulmon 1981) The results from holistic quality
assessments may be less valid for comparisons across institutions, however,
the will he extrernel% valuable to institutional agents interested in how to
increase the quality of events on their campus

Conclusions
The following conclusions seem warranted bs the rev iew of the literature
pertaining to commonly used indicators or manifestations ut quality in the
undergraduate experience

Quality in the undergraduate experience con he e lye( ted under ce'loin
conditions

Quality Is mediated by size At a time and in a nation of mass highei
education, this conclusion it interpreted as a polio, recommendation
mav seem sophomoric Over a decade ago, Chickening (1969) came to a
similar conclusion and suggested, as have others, that large institutions be

subdivided into small, quasi- autonomous learning and king units The
reorganization admims.rative structures that were often associated with
attempts to reduce size may not be necessary, however For example, staff
on major um% ersity campuses have had some success in instilling loyalty
and a sense of community within students grouped by' reside1it unit This
sense of community see-us to be particularly important in encouraging
persistence beyond the first year or two of college While students are mor e
likely to be involved in various activities in smaller institutions, the relationship between size and quality may be survilinear and mediated by other
variables g, degree an,' kind of student faculty irate: action, institutional
purpose), that is, below a certain size, cumcular and personal develop cut
opportunities mly fall below a tolerable level
Quality is mediated by continuity If students remain asset rated with the
college environment for only an abbreviated period of time, it is unlikely
they will bend t from the liberalizing potential of the college experience
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Therefore, neither the students' obiec ny es nor the institution's purposes can
be attained However, not all students can be expected to nor should persist
through graduation from the original institution Some students' needs and

personal °bitten% es mat he better met at another institution or ens ironment Therefore, qualm mat not be adverse!). affected bY attrition per se If
however, substantial numbers of students or faculty sharing personal goals
ostensibly consistent with the instttuton's purposes lease the instrtution,
quality may be threatened In this sense, persistence is more than the proportion of students or faculty that return each fall The contm ufit of partic ipants contributes to the support and commitment to attaining the institution's and students' purposes, therefore, continuity seems to he a bridging
satiable between size, involvement, and ocneranynt
Quality is mediated by involvement _11 the part of both students and
faculty Students who - more involved in both curricular and cocurnt ular activities seem to benefit more in different ways than their less my olyed
counterparts They are happier, are more likely to persist to graduation, and
exhibit higher ley els of achievement and personal development Comparable information on faculty is lacking, although the soclopsychological
tenets that account for students' satisfaction with the institution should also
generally apply to faculty
Quality is enhanced by a generative learning communist This conclusion
is based not so much on the weight of the empirical evidence as on the clarity
and cogency of arguments offered by learned observers of higher education
across decades A generative learning community is characterized by sup-

portive, caring people who mix freely with each other in act'', e pursuit of
ideas, principles, and values (Knefelkamp 1980, Newman 1852) Heath
(1968) ohserved that the role of faculty was most influential when "they
knew both their students and each 'her tnttmatev and also when they
shared an intert.ommumon. (not Just 'intercommunication) with each
other r p 247) The members of this community willingly share the meaning
of their experience with others and are committed to ensuting that the next
generation will benefit from what has been feat ned and endured (Br owning

1973) In sum, a generative learning ''ommumtv maintains links with the
past present, and future, thereby fulfilling the base aim', of the academy
preserving, transmitting, and enriching the culture (see Knefelkamp 1980
for a "generativity c hecklist' )
Qualut is enhant ed by
N' of student and fat. ulty effort Pace 1480 r
has under scot ed the importance of the kind a, w-'llas the degree of ins oly ement 'While time on task (which is conceptually similar to involvement- -see

Astm 1980b) is necessary, it is not sufficient to produce quality In other
words, students must be engaged in an activity in a we% that contributes
something to as well as takes something f rum the expenenee Fat Lilts also
manifest quality of effort through their use of mstt tic mina' strategies For
example, structuring class at tit mes apnropnate to the desired learning
(mtcomes (see menges f 98 I ( (insistent %kith the put pose( s)of the institution

and students °filet hy es requires higher IC ;cl, of ins oh.. merit fr rim both
instr neo, and students
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Qua Ins is a function of a coherent and consistent purpose Checkering
(1969), Heath (1968), Keeton (1971, 1974), and mans others have underscored the powerful socializing Influence of a salient institutional purpose

on students' development of an enlightened and integrated system of
knowledge, values, and behaviors, Too often overlooked, however, is the
direction a clear, coherent institutional purpose provides for faculty and
staff behavior Without purpose, whether faculty make exemplar v or e% en
acceptable instructional -iontnbutions is difficult to determine The extent
to which students' learning and personal development goals are in tacit
agreement with the institutional purpose is probably related to persistence
arid, more importantly, to continuity This tacit agreement is often manifested bs students as "general satisfaction" with the institution

Standing alone, no one of these conditions is sufficient evidence of quality in
the undergraduate experience Because quality is a multidimensional prop
ells, the conditions cited above, with the possible exception of size, arc
required in sonic degree before quality can be expec.ed Frequent interactions between and among students and faculty may be the best single index

of quality, but without purpose, continuity, and gencratisity, such interactions may be stepped of their developmental and educatise power

Quality cannot be directly manipulated by certain institutional agents but
requires the willing cooperation and commitment of various groups that
hold a stake in the institution The influence of rationality in institutions of

higher education supports the belief that students' acquisition of knowledge
's a process over which the institution's agents (faculty and staff) has e
considerable control. In the past, the search for indices of qualit' has been
olored bs this belief, as evidenced by the reliance on qua:iota:me measures
of context and input variables as indicators of quality In r calus, institutions
have little "control" os er how students and faculty hehas e Certain policies
and procedures ma', encourage student and faculty mvols ement, hut, like
human development, qualits cannot he "programmed or even perhaps

"facilitated" (see Perri, 1981). Qualm, is a product of the interaction of
ertain individuals g , willing students and compete it, dedic at ed facults )
under certain conditions Ie g , in smaller institutions ot in academic units
with salient purposes)

\anther quantitative nor qualitative methods of assessment alone are sans
fat tort' for adequately' and act uratelv eclirlraling quality A holistic perspec-

(is e on quality assessment that integrates appi vriate data gathering strate-

gies from both quantitative and qualitative inquiry paradigms will pros ide
the most useful and relevant information for institutional policy makers
Quality is a bs -product of the human experience and is therefore subject to
multiple realities Nothing short of a holistic apuoach characterized bs
multiple data sources. triangulation or cross- validation methods, and soli( 1tation of student and faculty reports can he afforded if accurate and useful
estimates of qualits are expected
Inch; tes of Quality,
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Ouantitatise context and input sanables have not proved p.rticularlv
helpful in estimating quality, largely because the rarely have been functionalls related to manifestations of quality (institutional size is a notable
exception) Howoser, few studies exist that focus on what students do with
institutional resources or vice versa, i.e., manifestations resulting from the
interactions between students and institutional agents and resources Pat
ticulatl% lacking are empincal investigations into dimensions of qualit%
associated with nontraditional students or learning environments (see
Harshman 1979; Keeton 1974) Therefore, assessors of quality would do well

to redirect their energies from reductionism efforts to identity several
easily quantifiable variables and to focus instead on the development of
quality monitonng strategies that are sensitive to the manifestations of
quality described above Asttn (1979, 1980b), Bowen (1979), Knefelkamp
(1980), and Law rence and Green (1980) have offered piths suggestions for
imtitutional policies and procedures consistent with these conclusions
Quality in the undergraduate experience is not a "mysterious" concept as
some wish to believe (see Astin 1980E)), and the technology is available to

estimate the extent to which quality is manifested. The utility of mans
presiousk identified indicators of quality has been reduced because of the
lack of a clear definition of quality as an independent vanable Therefore,
the major challenge ahead is to fashion context-relevant definitions of the
,oncept t,, guide institutional policy studies designed to enhance qualit
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